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$a Dafla $d Tibeto-Burman $e N India, Neta territories, Kameng and Subansiri divisions $f
40,000 $g Merritt Ruhlen $g Marilyn Vihman (review)

$a Ray, Punya Sloka $b 1967 $c "Dafla Phonology and Morphology" $d Anthropological Linguistics
9.9-14 $q one informant

$a STRESS $A The role of stress is not clear. Devoicing or elision of certain syllables seems
to be a prominent feature. Ray also refers to certain syllables (voiced final syllables of
disyllables) as "stronger" than the preceding one, (p.9f

)

$a SYLLABLE $A C(G)V $A Based on examples. All final consonants seem to be due to vowel
elision, and Ray interprets them as independent syllables, (p. 10)

$a TENSE AND LAX SYLLABLES $A "A syllable is either tense... or lax.... Tense syllables have .

their pitch transition sharply steeped, frequently accompanied by a redundant glottal stop or
flap Variation between tension and laxness is. ..not quite predictable." (p.lOf)

$a TONE $A domain of tone: syllable $A Ray sets up two tones, "rising" and "falling." Before
"voiced syllables" (=? with voiced vowel) the former is relatively low, the latter relatively
high. But before voiceless syllables the tones are changed. If the voiceless syllable is
basically rising the tone is lowered, if basically falling it is raised. Further, some
"voiceless syllables" seem actually to lose their vowel altogether. Ray writes a number of
monosyllables with two tones, the second postposed, so that it seems there are really more
tones, probably four, since the raised and lowered variants only occur before consonants, i.e.
syllables with the vowel elided, and there appear to be no word-final consonants except these!

$A "/t, d, n/ are apicodental to apicoalveolar plosives.,.. Further /t> d, n, s/ are audibly
more back before a back vowel." (p. 11)

$A /yod/ is described as "a centrodomal voiced fricative." (p.11)

$A "/!/ is an apicodental lateral." (p.11)

$A /glottal stop/ "usually" occurs prevocalically "at tone group initial." (p.11)

$A The alveolars and /1-dental/ are palatalized before /i/ and /yod/, (p.11)


